Creation of Functional Molecules Based on Biomolecular Interactions; Development toward Chemical Biology.
Interactions between bio-macromolecules such as proteins, DNA, and polysaccharides play pivotal roles in maintaining homeostasis in living systems. For elucidating the function of biomolecules, peptides are powerful tools, compared to native proteins, because of their lower molecular weights, compatibility with chemical modification, and predictability of interaction with the target molecules. These advantages enabled us to develop peptide-based functional molecules. However, for the purposes of controlling or regulating biomolecule functions, designing artificial proteins is also an effective approach. Not only rational protein design, but also directed molecular evolution, are now regarded as powerful methods for optimizing protein function. The interactions of proteins with bio-macromolecules are usually highly specific and show high affinity because of larger interaction surfaces as compared to small molecules or peptides. Thus, the use of proteins for designing biofunctional molecules is also important for wider applications in the biotechnology field. In this review, four topics will be discussed: 1) the development of fluorescently-labeled ligands for G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), as well as bivalent ligands for GPCR imaging and function analysis, 2) the design and synthesis of gp41 trimer mimics as HIV-1 inhibitors or vaccines, 3) the development of a ZIP tag-probe system and its application to intracellular protein imaging, and 4) the functional analysis of sequence-specific DNA recombinase for expanding the scope of genome editing. The results of these studies indicate the importance of precision in the design of peptides or proteins for regulating bio-macromolecular interactions.